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Findings 
Some 15% of online adults use Twitter as of February 2012, and 8% do so on a typical day. Although 
overall Twitter usage has nearly doubled since the  Pew  Research  Center’s  Internet  &  American  Life  

Project  first asked a stand-alone Twitter question in November 2010, the 15% of online adults who use 
Twitter as of early 2012 is similar to the 13% of such adults who did so in May 2011. At the same time, 
the proportion of online adults who use Twitter on a typical day has doubled since May 2011 and has 
quadrupled since late 2010—at that point just 2% of online adults used Twitter on a typical day.1 The 
rise of smartphones might account for some of the uptick in usage because smartphone users are 
particularly likely to be using Twitter. 

Twitter usage over time 
% of internet users who use Twitter 

 
Source: Pew Research Center's Internet & American Life Project Winter 2012 Tracking Survey, January 20-
February 19, 2012. N=2,253 adults age 18 and older, including 901 cell phone interviews. Interviews 
conducted in English and Spanish. Margin of error is +/-2.7 percentage points for internet users (n=1,729). 

 

Several demographic groups stand out as having high rates of Twitter usage relative to their peers: 

 African-Americans — Black internet users continue to use Twitter at high rates. More than one 
quarter of online African-Americans (28%) use Twitter, with 13% doing so on a typical day. 

 Young adults — One quarter (26%) of internet users ages 18-29 use Twitter, nearly double the 
rate for those ages 30-49. Among the youngest internet users (those ages 18-24), fully 31% are 
Twitter users. 

                                                           
1 We  describe  activities  on  a  “typical  day”  by  using  data  we  gather  from  respondents  in  answer  to  questions  we  ask  
them about  what  they  did  “yesterday”—that is, the day before we reached them for our survey.  
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 Urban and suburban residents — Residents of urban and suburban areas are significantly more 
likely to use Twitter than their rural counterparts. 

                                                           
2 Due to a small number of respondents in this group in our May 2011 survey, we did not report individually on the 
“no  high  school  diploma”  group  in  our  2011  report  on  Twitter  usage. 

Who uses Twitter? 
% of internet users within each group who use Twitter 

All adult internet users (n=1729)    15% 
Men (n=804) 14 
Women (n=925) 15 
Age  
18-29 (n=316)  26** 
30-49 (n=532)   14 
50-64 (n=521)  9 
65+ (n=320) 4 
Race/ethnicity  
White, Non-Hispanic (n=1229) 12 
Black, Non-Hispanic (n=172) 28** 
Hispanic (n=184) 14 
Annual household income  
Less than $30,000/yr (n=390) 19 
$30,000-$49,999 (n=290) 12 
$50,000-$74,999 (n=250) 14 
$75,000+ (n=523) 17 
Education level  
No high school diploma2 (n=108) 22 
High school grad (n=465) 12 
Some College (n=447) 14 
College + (n=698) 17 
Geographic location  
Urban (n=520) 19** 
Suburban (n=842) 14** 
Rural (n=280) 8 

Source: Pew Research Center's Internet & American Life Project Winter 2012 
Tracking Survey, January 20-February 19, 2012. N=2,253 adults age 18 and older, 
including 901 cell phone interviews. Interviews conducted in English and Spanish. 
The margin of error is +/-2.7 percentage points for internet users. **Represents 
significant difference compared with all other rows in group. 
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Twitter use among 18-24 year olds increased dramatically between May 2011 and 
February 2012, both overall and on a “typical day” basis 

Twitter use within the overall population remained steady over the last year, and usage rates within 
most major demographic groups changed little over the same time period. The youngest adults (those 
between the ages of 18 and 24) are the primary exception to this trend—nearly one third of internet 
users in this age group now use Twitter, up from 18% in May of 2011 and 16% in late 2010.3 Twitter use 
by those in their mid-20s to mid-40s largely leveled off in the last year after roughly doubling between 
late 2010 and mid 2011. 

Twitter adoption by age, 2010-2012 
% of internet users in each group who use Twitter 

 November 2010 May 2011 February 2012 

All adults 8% 13% 15% 
18-24 16 18 31 
25-34 9 19 17 
35-44 8 14 16 
45-54 7 9 9 
55-64 4 8 9 
65+ 4 6 4 

Sources: Pew  Research  Center’s  Internet  &  American  Life Project tracking surveys. 
2012 data based on January 20-February 19, 2012 Tracking Survey. N=2,253 adults 
age 18 and older, including 901 cell phone interviews, margin of error is +/-2.7 
percentage points based on internet users (n=1729). 

 

In addition to increasing on an overall basis, the proportion of young internet users who use Twitter on a 
typical day also doubled over the last year. Fully one in five internet users ages 18-24 (20%) now use 
Twitter on a typical day, up from 9% in May 2011. 

Notably,  “typical  day”  usage  among  slightly  older  adults  (those  ages  25-34) also doubled—from 5% of 
such internet users in May 2011 to 11% in February 2012—even as overall usage levels within this group 
remained stable over that time period. 

 

 

                                                           
3 This increase among 18-24 year olds did not manifest itself in higher usage rates within the overall population 
because this group is relatively small; 18-24 year olds represent 16% of the adult internet user population. 



TWITTER HISTORY
Evan Williams on the genesis 
of Twitter, ICWSM, April 2007:

• A side project started on a whim; Jack 

Dorsey’s idea; launched Oct, 2006.  

• Wanted a ubiquitous status message.

• A community of people answering the 
question “what are you doing?”

• Exploded at SXSW; good for collective 
backchanneling; SF earthquakes.

• “Ambient intimacy”

• Huge API usage was unexpected, as was the 
rise of the @ sign for replies http://www.icwsm.org/blog/2007/04/videos-for-keynotes.html
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• What is Twitter? (Kwan et al, “What is Twitter, a social 
network or a news media?”, WWW, 2009)

• Who uses Twitter? (Mislov et al., “Understanding the 
Demographics of Twitter Users,” IWCSM, 2011)

• What do they Tweet About? (Java et al., “Why we 
twitter : understanding microblogging usage and communities,” 
WebKDD and 1st SNA-KDD Workshop, 2007;  Ramage et al, 
“Characterizing microblogs with topic models,” ICWSM 2012)
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• Who is influential? (Weng  et al, “Twitterrank: finding 
topic-sensitive influential twitterers” WSDM, 2010)

• Usage in large-scale emergencies (Krishnamurthy et 
al., “A few chirps about Twitter,” ACM workshop on Online 
Social Networks, 2008)

• Reciprocal social relationships (Huberman et al., 
“Social Networks that Matter, Twitter under the Microscope,” 
First Monday 14(1-5), 2009)

TWITTER:
AN INSPIRATION FOR RESEARCH



• Microblogging at work (Zhao & Rosson, “How and why 
people Twitter ; the role of that micro-blogging plays in 
informal communication at work,” ACM Group, 2009)

• Use of the @ sign (Honey & Herring, “Beyond 
Microblogging: conversation and collaboration via Twitter,” 
HICSS 2009)

• Monitoring disease outbreaks (Chew et al., 
“Pandemics in the age of Twitter : content analysis of Tweets 
during the 2009 H1N1 outbreak,” PloS One, 5(11), 2010)

TWITTER:
AN INSPIRATION FOR RESEARCH



TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 MOOD SWINGS

• Goal: obtain data about people’s moods throughout the day 
and across the globe to see if and how they correspond to 
time of day.

• This is in contrast to self-report:

• not prompted by an experimenter

• not reported after the fact

• not a small sample of undergraduates.

Golder & Macy, “Diurnal and Seasonal Mood Vary with Work, Sleep, and Daylength Across Diverse Cultures”, Science, 30 September 2011:  Vol. 333 no. 6051 pp. 1878-1881



TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 MOOD SWINGS
• Background:

• Individual mood is an affective state, influenced by:

• Neurochemicals and hormones, and

• Social activity including daily routines 
• Positive and negative affect are independent dimensions

• positive (PA): enthusiasm, delight, alertness
• negative (NA): distress, fear, anger, guilt

• Research suggests that low PA indicates the absence of positive 
feelings, not the presence of negative ones.

• Golder & Macy, “Diurnal and Seasonal Mood Vary with Work, Sleep, and Daylength Across Diverse Cultures”, Science, 30 September 2011:  Vol. 333 no. 6051 pp. 1878-1881



TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 MOOD SWINGS

• 509 M posts

• 2.4 M users’ posts

• >25 and < 400 posts/user

• Feb 2008 - Jan 2010

• International, but English only

Golder & Macy, “Diurnal and Seasonal Mood Vary with Work, Sleep, and Daylength Across Diverse Cultures”, Science, 30 September 2011:  Vol. 333 no. 6051 pp. 1878-1881



TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 MOOD SWINGS

• Text of tweets was analyzed for positive and negative affect

• Used LIWC, a common content analysis tool

Golder & Macy, “Diurnal and Seasonal Mood Vary with Work, Sleep, and Daylength Across Diverse Cultures”, Science, 30 September 2011:  Vol. 333 no. 6051 pp. 1878-1881



 
Golder & Macy, “Diurnal and Seasonal Mood Vary with Work, Sleep, and Daylength Across Diverse Cultures”, Science, 30 September 2011:  Vol. 333 no. 
6051 pp. 1878-1881



Golder & Macy, “Diurnal and Seasonal Mood Vary with Work, Sleep, and Daylength Across Diverse Cultures”, Science, 30 September 2011:  Vol. 333 no. 6051 pp. 1878-1881



 
Figure S3. Hourly changes in within-individual affect (y-axis) over a 24-hour cycle (x-axis), broken 
down by chronotype, for PA (top) and NA (bottom). Each series shows the mean affect (black lines) 
and 95% confidence interval (colored regions). 
 
 
  

Golder & Macy, “Diurnal and Seasonal Mood Vary with Work, Sleep, and Daylength Across Diverse Cultures”, Science, 30 September 2011:  Vol. 333 no. 6051 pp. 1878-1881



DISCUSSION

• What are some of the assumptions behind this work?

• What are some of the computational challenges?



WHAT IS BIG DATA?

WHY IS IT CHALLENGING?



TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 HOW DO PEOPLE USE TWITTER?

• Goal: gain an understanding of Twitter usage, mainly through 
quantitative techniques.

• Approached the analysis in several interesting, varying ways.

• Questions to consider :

• What are the data analysis problems?

• This was a very early paper; how well do is results stand up?

Java et al., “Why We Twitter: Understanding Microblogging Usage and Communities,” Joint 9th WebKDD and 1st SNA-KDD Workshop ’07, Aug 12, 2007, San Jose, CA.



TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 HOW DO PEOPLE USE TWITTER?

• Data: 

• April 1, 2007 - May 30, 2007

• 1.3M posts

• 76K users

Java et al., “Why We Twitter: Understanding Microblogging Usage and Communities,” Joint 9th WebKDD and 1st SNA-KDD Workshop ’07, Aug 12, 2007, San Jose, CA.



TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 HOW DO PEOPLE USE TWITTER?

• Network Properties: 

Java et al., “Why We Twitter: Understanding Microblogging Usage and Communities,” Joint 9th WebKDD and 1st SNA-KDD Workshop ’07, Aug 12, 2007, San Jose, CA.
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Figure 6: Scatter plot showing the degree correla-
tion of Twitter social network. A high degree corre-
lation signifies that users who are followed by many
people also have large number of friends.
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Figure 7: Figure shows the global distribution of
Twitter users. Though initially launched in US
Twitter is popular across the world.

4. USER INTENTION
In this paper, we propose a two-level framework for user in-
tention detection. First, we used the HITS algorithm [17] to
find the hubs and authorities in the network. Hubs and au-
thorities have a mutually reinforcing property and are com-
puted as follows: H(p) represents the hub value of the page
p and A(p) represents the authority value of a page p.

Authority(p) =
!

v!S,v"p

Hub(v)

And

Hub(p) =
!

u!S,p"u

Authority(u)

Table 5 shows a listing of top ten hubs and authorities. From
this list, we can see that some users have high authority
score, and also high hub score. For example, Scobleizer, Ja-
sonCalacanis, bloggersblog, and Webtickle who have many
followers and friends in Twitter are located in this category.
Some users with very high authority scores have relatively
low hub score, such as Twitterrific, ev, and springnet. They
have many followers while less friends in Twitter, and thus
are located in this category. Some other users with very

from-to Asia Europe Oceana N.A S.A Africa
Asia 13.45 0.64 0.10 5.97 0.005 0.01

Europe 0.53 9.48 0.25 6.16 0.17 0.02
Oceana 0.13 0.40 0.60 1.92 0.02 0.01

N.A 5.19 5.46 1.23 45.60 0.60 0.10
S.A 0.06 0.26 0.02 0.75 0.62 0.00

Africa 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.03

Table 3: Table shows the distribution of Twitter
social network links across continents. Most of the
social network lies within North America. (N.A =
North America, S.A = South America)

Property N.A Europe Asia
Total Nodes 16,998 5201 4886
Total Edges 205,197 42,664 60519
Average Degree 24.15 16.42 24.77
Degree Correlation 0.62 0.78 0.92
Clustering Coe!cient 0.147 0.54 0.18
Percent Reciprocity 62.64 71.62 81.40

Table 4: Network properties of social networks
within a continent. Europe and Asia have a higher
reciprocity indicating closer ties in these social net-
works. (N.A = North America)

high hub scores have relatively low authority scores, such as
dan7, startupmeme, and aidg. They follow many other users
while have less friends instead. Based on this rough cate-
gorization, we can see that user intention can be roughly
categorized into these 3 types: information sharing, infor-
mation seeking, and friendship-wise relationship.

After the hub/authority detection, we identify communi-
ties within friendship-wise relationships by only considering
the bidirectional links where two users regard each other as
friends. A community in a network can be vaguely defined
as a group of nodes more densely connected to each other
than to nodes outside the group. Often communities are
topical or based on shared interests. To construct web com-
munities, Flake et. al. [12] proposed a method using HITS

User Authority User Hub
Scobleizer 0.002354 Webtickle 0.003655
Twitterrific 0.001765 Scobleizer 0.002338
ev 0.001652 dan7 0.002079
JasonCalacanis 0.001557 startupmeme 0.001906
springnet 0.001525 aidg 0.001734
bloggersblog 0.001506 lisaw 0.001701
chrispirillo 0.001503 bhartzer 0.001599
darthvader 0.001367 bloggersblog 0.001559
ambermacarthur 0.001348 JasonCalacanis 0.001534

Table 5: Top 10 Hubs and Authorities in Twitter.
Some of the top authorities are also popular blog-
gers. Top hubs include users like startupmeme and
aidg which are microblogging versions of a blogs and
other web sites.

total nodes 88K

total links 830K

avg degree 19

degree corr. 0.6

reciprocity 0.6



TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 HOW DO PEOPLE USE TWITTER?

• Geographic Distribution

Java et al., “Why We Twitter: Understanding Microblogging Usage and Communities,” Joint 9th WebKDD and 1st SNA-KDD Workshop ’07, Aug 12, 2007, San Jose, CA.
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4. USER INTENTION
In this paper, we propose a two-level framework for user in-
tention detection. First, we used the HITS algorithm [17] to
find the hubs and authorities in the network. Hubs and au-
thorities have a mutually reinforcing property and are com-
puted as follows: H(p) represents the hub value of the page
p and A(p) represents the authority value of a page p.

Authority(p) =
!

v!S,v"p

Hub(v)

And

Hub(p) =
!

u!S,p"u

Authority(u)

Table 5 shows a listing of top ten hubs and authorities. From
this list, we can see that some users have high authority
score, and also high hub score. For example, Scobleizer, Ja-
sonCalacanis, bloggersblog, and Webtickle who have many
followers and friends in Twitter are located in this category.
Some users with very high authority scores have relatively
low hub score, such as Twitterrific, ev, and springnet. They
have many followers while less friends in Twitter, and thus
are located in this category. Some other users with very

from-to Asia Europe Oceana N.A S.A Africa
Asia 13.45 0.64 0.10 5.97 0.005 0.01

Europe 0.53 9.48 0.25 6.16 0.17 0.02
Oceana 0.13 0.40 0.60 1.92 0.02 0.01

N.A 5.19 5.46 1.23 45.60 0.60 0.10
S.A 0.06 0.26 0.02 0.75 0.62 0.00

Africa 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.03

Table 3: Table shows the distribution of Twitter
social network links across continents. Most of the
social network lies within North America. (N.A =
North America, S.A = South America)

Property N.A Europe Asia
Total Nodes 16,998 5201 4886
Total Edges 205,197 42,664 60519
Average Degree 24.15 16.42 24.77
Degree Correlation 0.62 0.78 0.92
Clustering Coe!cient 0.147 0.54 0.18
Percent Reciprocity 62.64 71.62 81.40

Table 4: Network properties of social networks
within a continent. Europe and Asia have a higher
reciprocity indicating closer ties in these social net-
works. (N.A = North America)

high hub scores have relatively low authority scores, such as
dan7, startupmeme, and aidg. They follow many other users
while have less friends instead. Based on this rough cate-
gorization, we can see that user intention can be roughly
categorized into these 3 types: information sharing, infor-
mation seeking, and friendship-wise relationship.

After the hub/authority detection, we identify communi-
ties within friendship-wise relationships by only considering
the bidirectional links where two users regard each other as
friends. A community in a network can be vaguely defined
as a group of nodes more densely connected to each other
than to nodes outside the group. Often communities are
topical or based on shared interests. To construct web com-
munities, Flake et. al. [12] proposed a method using HITS

User Authority User Hub
Scobleizer 0.002354 Webtickle 0.003655
Twitterrific 0.001765 Scobleizer 0.002338
ev 0.001652 dan7 0.002079
JasonCalacanis 0.001557 startupmeme 0.001906
springnet 0.001525 aidg 0.001734
bloggersblog 0.001506 lisaw 0.001701
chrispirillo 0.001503 bhartzer 0.001599
darthvader 0.001367 bloggersblog 0.001559
ambermacarthur 0.001348 JasonCalacanis 0.001534

Table 5: Top 10 Hubs and Authorities in Twitter.
Some of the top authorities are also popular blog-
gers. Top hubs include users like startupmeme and
aidg which are microblogging versions of a blogs and
other web sites.
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4. USER INTENTION
In this paper, we propose a two-level framework for user in-
tention detection. First, we used the HITS algorithm [17] to
find the hubs and authorities in the network. Hubs and au-
thorities have a mutually reinforcing property and are com-
puted as follows: H(p) represents the hub value of the page
p and A(p) represents the authority value of a page p.

Authority(p) =
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v!S,v"p

Hub(v)

And

Hub(p) =
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Authority(u)

Table 5 shows a listing of top ten hubs and authorities. From
this list, we can see that some users have high authority
score, and also high hub score. For example, Scobleizer, Ja-
sonCalacanis, bloggersblog, and Webtickle who have many
followers and friends in Twitter are located in this category.
Some users with very high authority scores have relatively
low hub score, such as Twitterrific, ev, and springnet. They
have many followers while less friends in Twitter, and thus
are located in this category. Some other users with very
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social network links across continents. Most of the
social network lies within North America. (N.A =
North America, S.A = South America)

Property N.A Europe Asia
Total Nodes 16,998 5201 4886
Total Edges 205,197 42,664 60519
Average Degree 24.15 16.42 24.77
Degree Correlation 0.62 0.78 0.92
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Percent Reciprocity 62.64 71.62 81.40

Table 4: Network properties of social networks
within a continent. Europe and Asia have a higher
reciprocity indicating closer ties in these social net-
works. (N.A = North America)

high hub scores have relatively low authority scores, such as
dan7, startupmeme, and aidg. They follow many other users
while have less friends instead. Based on this rough cate-
gorization, we can see that user intention can be roughly
categorized into these 3 types: information sharing, infor-
mation seeking, and friendship-wise relationship.

After the hub/authority detection, we identify communi-
ties within friendship-wise relationships by only considering
the bidirectional links where two users regard each other as
friends. A community in a network can be vaguely defined
as a group of nodes more densely connected to each other
than to nodes outside the group. Often communities are
topical or based on shared interests. To construct web com-
munities, Flake et. al. [12] proposed a method using HITS

User Authority User Hub
Scobleizer 0.002354 Webtickle 0.003655
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ev 0.001652 dan7 0.002079
JasonCalacanis 0.001557 startupmeme 0.001906
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Table 5: Top 10 Hubs and Authorities in Twitter.
Some of the top authorities are also popular blog-
gers. Top hubs include users like startupmeme and
aidg which are microblogging versions of a blogs and
other web sites.



TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 HOW DO PEOPLE USE TWITTER?

• User Intention

• First find “communities” based on link 
structure, using 2 algorithms:

• Hubs & Authorities (Kleinberg ’99) 
to find top authorities

• Clique Percolation Method (Palla et 
al ’05) to find groups

• Key terms computed with log 
likelihood ratios based on when they 
appear and where in network they 
appear (Rayson & Garside ’00)

Java et al., “Why We Twitter: Understanding Microblogging Usage and Communities,” Joint 9th WebKDD and 1st SNA-KDD Workshop ’07, Aug 12, 2007, San Jose, CA.

Key Terms
just:273 com:225
work:185 like:172
good:168 going:157
got:152 time:142
live:136 new:133
xbox:125 tinyurl:122
today:121 game:115
playing:115 twitter:109
day:108 lol:10
play:100 halo:100
night:90 home:89
getting:88 need:86
think:85 gamerandy:85
ll:85 360:84
watching:79 want:78
know:77

Figure 8: An example of a “gaming” community who also share daily experiences.

Day Rest of the Week Total
Freq of word a b a+b
Freq of other words c-a d-b c+d-a-b
Total c d c+d

Comparing the terms that occur on a given day with the
histogram of terms for the rest of the week, we find the most
descriptive terms. The log-likelihood score is calculated as
follows:

LL = 2 ! (a ! log( a
E1 ) + b ! log( b

E2 ))

where E1 = c ! a+b
c+d and E2 = d ! a+b

c+d

Figure 12 shows the most descriptive terms for each day
of the week. Some of the extracted terms correspond to
recurring events and activities significant for a particular
day of the week for example “school” or “party”. Other
terms are related to current events like “easter” and “EMI”.

5. DISCUSSION
Following section presents a brief taxonomy of user inten-
tions on Twitter. The apparent intention of a Twitter post
was determined manually by the first author. Each post
was read and categorized. Posts that were highly ambigu-
ous or for which the author could not make a judgement were
placed in the category UNKNOWN. Based on this analysis
we have found following are some of the main user intentions
on Twitter:

• Daily Chatter Most posts on Twitter talk about daily
routine or what people are currently doing. This is the
largest and most common user of Twitter

• Conversations In Twitter, since there is no direct way
for people to comment or reply to their friend’s posts,
early adopters started using the @ symbol followed by
a username for replies. About one eighth of all posts
in the collection contain a conversation and this form
of communication was used by almost 21% of users in
the collection.



TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 HOW DO PEOPLE USE TWITTER?
Java et al., “Why We Twitter: Understanding Microblogging Usage and Communities,” Joint 9th WebKDD and 1st SNA-KDD Workshop ’07, Aug 12, 2007, San Jose, CA.

com:175 twitter:134
just:133 like:86
good:82 tinyurl:75
time:74 new:74
jasona:73 going:68
day:63 don:61
work:58 think:56
ll:54 scottw:54
today:52 hkarthik:50
nice:49 getting:47
got:47 really:46
yeah:44 need:43
watching:41 love:41
night:40 home:40 

com:93 twitter:74
just:35 new:32
tinyurl:29 going:24
ll:22 blog:21
jaiku:21 don:21
leo:21 flickr:21
like:19 video:18
google:18 today:18
feeds:18 getting:16
yeah:16 good:15
people:15 

com:93 twitter:76 tinyurl:34
just:32 new:28 video:26
going:24 ll:22 jaiku:22
blog:21 leo:21 like:19
don:19 gamerandy:19 yeah:18
google:17 live:16 people:16
got:16 know:15 time:15 

com:121 twitter:76 just:50
ustream:43 tv:42 live:42
today:39 hawaii:36 day:33
new:33 time:33 good:33
video:32 leo:30 work:30
like:28 watching:28 tinyurl:28

com:198 twitter:132 just:109
tinyurl:87 going:59 blog:56
like:55 good:51 new:50
url:50 day:49 people:46
time:45 today:45 google:42
don:41 think:40 night:38
ll:38 need:35 got:33
ireland:33 great:31 looking:29
work:29 thanks:28 video:26

Figure 10: Example Communities in Twitter Social Network. Key terms indicate that these communities
are talking mostly about technology. The user Scobliezer connects multiple communities in the network.

update your personal network on a holiday plan or a post
to share an interesting link with co-workers. Multiple user
intentions have led to some users feeling overwhelmed by
microblogging services [20]. Based on our analysis of user
intentions, we believe that the ability to categorize friends
into groups (e.g. family, co-workers) would greatly benefit
the adoption of microblogging platforms. In addition fea-
tures that could help facilitate conversations and sharing
news would be beneficial.

6. CONCLUSION
In this study we have analyzed a large social network in a
new form of social media known as microblogging. Such net-
works were found to have a high degree correlation and reci-
procity, indicating close mutual acquaintances among users.
While determining an individual user’s intention in using
such applications is challenging, by analyzing the aggregate
behavior across communities of users, we can describe the
community intention. Understanding these intentions and
learning how and why people use such tools can be helpful

in improving them and adding new features that would re-
tain more users. In this work, we have identified di!erent
types of user intentions and studied the community struc-
tures. Currently, we are working on automated approaches
of detecting user intentions with related community struc-
tures.
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TWITTER BIG DATA CASE STUDY:

 HOW DO PEOPLE USE TWITTER?

• Final step: manual classification of messages (how many not stated)

• Main intentions:

• Daily chatter

• Conversations

• Sharing information / URLs

• Main categories of users:

• Information source (hub with many followers)

• Friends

• Information seeker
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THIS COURSE

• Focusing on software methods for handling big data

• Not focusing on machine learning, not data mining, not 
natural language processing, although we will touch on these 

• Fast-paced, self-directed learning

• 3 or 4 programming assignments 

• Class project



CLASS PROJECT

• Project Mentor from Twitter

• Teams of 3 REQUIRED

• Presentations at both UCB and Twitter

• Wide range of topics:

• Infrastructure, apps, analysis ...



TWITTER APPS

http://statuscalendar.cs.washington.edu/

http://statuscalendar.cs.washington.edu
http://statuscalendar.cs.washington.edu


TO DO

• Readings for next week

• Get set up with Hadoop and Pig


